• Good news (hopefully): "serious interest in a smarter coordinated approach to housing, transportation and economic policy is surging within both the Obama Administration and Congress" (many useful/interesting links).
• The bad news: a report on how the economic crisis has architects hurting around the world. - Brisbane is feeling the pinch. - The number of British architects putting in for unemployment benefits has risen an astounding 760% (yikes!).
• Gehry's Beekman Tower in Manhattan might be cut off at the proverbial knees (shades of Foster's Las Vegas adventure?).
• Saffron is happy to see "the last of Philadelphia's resistance to glass" is "reflected in the sheen of its skyline" (now if they could only get the street level right).
• Heathcote visits Tully Hall likes what he sees - for the most part: it's "a vast improvement on what was there but it is not perfect."
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Golden Ticket: "Objectified": Filmmaker Gary Hustwit takes viewers inside famous - and sometimes secretive - design studios to uncover the creative processes of top designers while examining how the objects they make impact our lives. -- Marc Newson; Dieter Rams; Karim Rashid; Hella Jongerius; Naoto Fukasawa; Jonathan Ive [images, links] - Metropolis Magazine

"Objectified" Review: A Hurricane of Consumer Values: ...has plenty of moments that will resonate with design wonks...designers each labor to explain to us how human-centered their designs are, yet it's the misshapen clay figurines and cheap handmade toys that truly define who we are. - Fast Company

Getting Their Kirk On: Serious Trekkies are expressing a passion for "Star Trek" by building replicas of Capt. James T. Kirk's original chair and making them a focal point in the home. [images] - New York Times

UFO's photographed over London: Strange shapes have been photographed hovering over London leading to speculation they could be UFOs. [image] - Telegraph (UK)

When Your New Job is to Find Your Next Job: Some practical suggestions for opening new doors of opportunities in difficult times. By Marjanne Pearson - ArchNewsNow


-- Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA): Taipei Performing Arts Centre, Taipei City, Taiwan
-- Sadar Vuga Arhitekti: National Gallery Extension, Ljubljana, Slovenia
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